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Prolog Programming for Artificial Intelligence Third edition Ivan Bratko The third edition
of this best-selling guide to Prolog and Artificial Intelligence has been updated to
include key developments in the field while retaining its lucid approach to these topics.
Divided into two parts, the first part of the book introduces the programming language
Prolog, while the second part teaches Artificial Intelligence using Prolog as a tool for the
implementation of AI techniques. Prolog has its roots in logic, however the main aim of
this book is to teach Prolog as a practical programming tool. This text therefore
concentrates on the art of using the basic mechanisms of Prolog to solve interesting
problems. The third edition has been fully revised and extended to provide an even
greater range of applications, which further enhance its value as a self-contained guide
to Prolog, AI or AI Programming for students and professional programmers
alike.Features * Combined approach to Prolog and AI allows flexibility for learning and
teaching * Provides a thorough representation of AI, emphasizing practical techniques
and Prolog implementations * Prolog programs for use in projects and research are
available for download on the World Wide Web.New for this edition: * Constraint Logic
Programming * Qualitative Reasoning * Inductive Logic Programming * The addition of
belief networks for handling uncertainty * A major update on machine learning *
Additional techniques for improving program efficiency * Meta-programming is updated
to show how Prolog can be used to implement other languages (including objectoriented programming) * A new Companion Web Site will contain further teaching
materials and updates Author: Professor Ivan Bratko leads the AI groups in the Faculty
of Computer and Information Science at both Ljubljana University and the Jozef Stefan
Institute in Slovenia. He has taught Prolog world-wide as well as applying Prolog in
medical expert systems, robot programming, qualitative modelling and computer chess
research.
This book covers all that is needed by students on a one-year introductory Prolog
course at first or second year degree level. It introduces Prolog to students as simply
and painlessly as possible. Where Artificial Intelligence (AI) topics are introduced, they
are easier ones and are treated simply. This book is Prolog for Students, with examples
from AI, not a book on AI using Prolog. The text assumes access to a suitable, good,
Prolog interpreter, such as LPA Prolog. It also assumes that students with an aptitude
for research will follow it up with more advanced study, perhaps a third or fourth year
option, and further reading suggestions are included. The book is organised with the
basics of the subject introduced first, and covered gradually, so they can be fully
understood before moving on to harder topics. The topics that students find more
difficult, such as recursion and lists, are not covered until about half way through the
book. There are many in-text questions, student self-testing questions and
programming practice exercises throughout the book. If used to accompany a taught
course, the material of one chapter can be covered in each week. This book covers all
that is needed by students on a one-year introductory Prolog course at first or second
year degree level. It introduces Prolog to students as simply and painlessly as possible.
Where Artificial Intelligence (AI) topics are introduced, they are easier ones and are
treated simply. This book is Prolog for Students, with examples from AI, not a book on
AI using Prolog. The text assumes access to a suitable, good, Prolog interpreter, such
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as LPA Prolog. It also assumes that students with an aptitude for research will follow it
up with more advanced study, perhaps a third or fourth year option, and further reading
suggestions are included. The book is organised with the basics of the subject
introduced first, and covered gradually, so they can be fully understood before moving
on to harder topics. The topics that students find more difficult, such as recursion and
lists, are not covered until about half way through the book. There are many in-text
questions, student self-testing questions and programming practice exercises
throughout the book. If used to accompany a taught course, the material of one chapter
can be covered in each week.
Approaches the subject by applying the format used in successful language courses.
Offers a comprehensive exhibition of Prolog programming techniques in four
stages--declarative, procedural, advanced and meta-programming. Presents simple
and efficient implementation of logical negation and quantified goals which are
necessary in expert systems. The dynamics of these new features are shown in the
construction of a multilingual expert system shell that supports negative and quantified
queries as well as subtypes. The easy-to-follow tutorial style and numerous fully-solved
exercises facilitate understanding. Comes with 3.5 inch disk containing all programs in
the book.
The theme of this book is Knowledge and Media in Learning Systems, and papers that
explore the emerging roles of intelligent multimedia and distributed technologies as well
as computer supported collaboration within that theme are included. The spread of
topics is very wide encompassing both well- established areas such as student
modelling as well as more novel topics such as distributed intelligent tutoring on the
World Wide Web. Far from undermining the need to understand how learning and
teaching interact, the newer media continue to emphasise the interdependence of these
two processes. Collaboration and tools for collaboration are the major topics of interest.
Understanding how human learners collaborate, how peer tutoring works and how the
computer can play a useful role as either a more able of even a less able learning
partner are all explored here.
This workbook is for programmers who are new to Prolog and who wish to write useful
Prolog programs. The emphasis is on a simplified and disciplined methodology for
discerning the mathematical structures related to a problem, and then turning these
structures into Prolog programs. A relatively pure subset of Prolog is used and the
focus is not on particular features of the language. The presentation is novel. An outline
of basic concepts is interleaved with worksheets, which are graduated in scope and
give guidance for practising new ideas. Extended examples in the form of case studies
then apply the ideas. The book can be a useful companion to two other Springer books,
as a sequel to the author's introductory text "Programming in Prolog" and alongside the
reference manual "Prolog: The Standard".
This accessible and engaging textbook presents a concise introduction to the exciting
field of artificial intelligence (AI). The broad-ranging discussion covers the key
subdisciplines within the field, describing practical algorithms and concrete applications
in the areas of agents, logic, search, reasoning under uncertainty, machine learning,
neural networks, and reinforcement learning. Fully revised and updated, this muchanticipated second edition also includes new material on deep learning. Topics and
features: presents an application-focused and hands-on approach to learning, with
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supplementary teaching resources provided at an associated website; contains
numerous study exercises and solutions, highlighted examples, definitions, theorems,
and illustrative cartoons; includes chapters on predicate logic, PROLOG, heuristic
search, probabilistic reasoning, machine learning and data mining, neural networks and
reinforcement learning; reports on developments in deep learning, including
applications of neural networks to generate creative content such as text, music and art
(NEW); examines performance evaluation of clustering algorithms, and presents two
practical examples explaining Bayes’ theorem and its relevance in everyday life
(NEW); discusses search algorithms, analyzing the cycle check, explaining route
planning for car navigation systems, and introducing Monte Carlo Tree Search (NEW);
includes a section in the introduction on AI and society, discussing the implications of AI
on topics such as employment and transportation (NEW). Ideal for foundation courses
or modules on AI, this easy-to-read textbook offers an excellent overview of the field for
students of computer science and other technical disciplines, requiring no more than a
high-school level of knowledge of mathematics to understand the material.

Logic Programming is the name given to a distinctive style of programming, very
different from that of conventional programming languages such as C++ and
Java. By far the most widely used Logic Programming language is Prolog. Prolog
is a good choice for developing complex applications, especially in the field of
Artificial Intelligence. Logic Programming with Prolog does not assume that the
reader is an experienced programmer or has a background in Mathematics,
Logic or Artificial Intelligence. It starts from scratch and aims to arrive at the point
where quite powerful programs can be written in the language. It is intended both
as a textbook for an introductory course and as a self-study book. On completion
readers will know enough to use Prolog in their own research or practical
projects. Each chapter has self-assessment exercises so that readers may check
their own progress. A glossary of the technical terms used completes the book.
This second edition has been revised to be fully compatible with SWI-Prolog, a
popular multi-platform public domain implementation of the language. Additional
chapters have been added covering the use of Prolog to analyse English
sentences and to illustrate how Prolog can be used to implement applications of
an 'Artificial Intelligence' kind. Max Bramer is Emeritus Professor of Information
Technology at the University of Portsmouth, England. He has taught Prolog to
undergraduate computer science students and used Prolog in his own work for
many years.
Originally published in 1981, this was the first textbook on programming in the
Prolog language and is still the definitive introductory text on Prolog. Though
many Prolog textbooks have been published since, this one has withstood the
test of time because of its comprehensiveness, tutorial approach, and emphasis
on general programming applications. Prolog has continued to attract a great
deal of interest in the computer science community, and has turned out to be a
basis for an important new generation of programming languages and systems
for Artificial Intelligence. Since the previous edition of Programming in Prolog, the
language has been standardised by the International Organization for
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Standardization (ISO) and this book has been updated accordingly. The authors
have also introduced some new material, clarified some explanations, corrected
a number of minor errors, and removed appendices about Prolog systems that
are now obsolete.
"This set of books represents a detailed compendium of authoritative, researchbased entries that define the contemporary state of knowledge on
technology"--Provided by publisher.
AI is an emerging discipline of computer science. It deals with the concepts and
methodologies required for computer to perform an intelligent activity. The
spectrum of computer science is very wide and it enables the computer to handle
almost every activity, which human beings could. It deals with defining the basic
problem from viewpoint of solving it through computer, finding out the total
possibilities of solution, representing the problem from computational orientation,
selecting data structures, finding the solution through searching the goal in
search space dealing the real world uncertain situations etc. It also develops the
techniques for learning and understanding, which make the computer able to
exhibit an intelligent behavior. The list is exhaustive and is applied now a days in
almost every field of technology. This book presents almost all the components of
AI like problem solving, search techniques, knowledge concepts, expert system
and many more in a very simple language. One of the unique features of this
book is inclusion of number of solved examples; in between the chapters and
also at the end of many chapters. Real life examples have been discussed to
make the reader conversant with the intricate phenomenon of computer science
in general, and artificial intelligence in particular. The book is primarily developed
for undergraduate and postgraduate engineering students.
[The book] provides a balanced survey of the fundamentals of artificial
intelligence, emphasizing the relationship between symbolic and numeric
processing. The text is structured around an innovative, interactive combination
of LISP programming and AI; it uses the constructs of the programming language
to help readers understand the array of artificial intelligence concepts presented.
After an overview of the field of artificial intelligence, the text presents the
fundamentals of LISP, explaining the language's features in more detail than any
other AI text. Common Lisp is then used consistently, in both programming
exercises and plentiful examples of actual AI code.- Back cover This text is
intended to provide an introduction to both AI and LISp for those having a
background in computer science and mathematics. -Pref.
Prolog, the logic programming language, is now recognized as a powerful vehicle
for non-numeric programming. The syntax and semantics of Prolog are
discussed, as well as the power of Prolog in a variety of application areas in
artificial intelligence.
Based on an AI course taught by the author, this book is an introduction to Prolog
programming for artifical intelligence that covers both basic and advanced AI
material. The unique advantage of the book is the combination of AI, Prolog, and
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Logic. It seeks to simplify the basic concepts of logic programming, a useful
framework for explaining AI techniques.
This unique book is a broad, clear presentation of artificial intelligence (AI)
problem-solving techniques. It selects the most important among the well-defined
algorithms and procedures in the field, explains them in plain language, and,
where appropriate, provides ALGOL-like descriptions of them. Every technique is
implemented in Prolog, a language that is quickly learned and allows for easy
experimentation in a learning environment. The book includes complete source
listings, and the software is available online. This book is ideal for hands-on
courses in AI programming. It is also a useful primary or supplementary text in
general introductory AI courses and a complete sourcebook for the practitioner.
These proceedings comprise about 50 contributions from experts worldwide. The
major themes covered include knowledge-based and expert systems, cognitive
modeling, neural networks and AI, image processing and computational
geometry, and parallel, distributed and decentralised architecture for AI and
robotics.
Although many texts exist offering an introduction to artificial intelligence (AI), this
book is unique in that it places an emphasis on knowledge representation (KR)
concepts. It includes small-scale implementations in PROLOG to illustrate the
major KR paradigms and their developments.****back cover copy:**Knowledge
representation is at the heart of the artificial intelligence enterprise: anyone
writing a program which seeks to work by encoding and manipulating knowledge
needs to pay attention to the scheme whereby he will represent the knowledge,
and to be aware of the consequences of the choices made.****The book's
distinctive approach introduces the topic of AI through a study of knowledge
representation issues. It assumes a basic knowledge of computing and a
familiarity with the principles of elementary formal logic would be
advantageous.****Knowledge Representation: An Approach to Artificial
Intelligence develops from an introductory consideration of AI, knowledge
representation and logic, through search technique to the three central
knowledge paradigms: production rules, structured objects, and predicate
calculus. The final section of the book illustrates the application of these
knowledge representation paradigms through the Prolog Programming language
and with an examination of diverse expert systems applications. The book
concludes with a look at some advanced issues in knowledge
representation.****This text provides an introduction to AI through a study of
knowledge representation and each chapter contains exercises for students.
Experienced computer scientists and students alike, seeking an introduction to AI
and knowledge representations will find this an invaluable text.
This text covers natural language processing in Prolog and presumes knowledge
of Prolog, but not of linguistics. It includes simple but practical database query
systems; covers syntax, formal semantics, and morphology; emphasizes working
computer programs that implement subsystems of a natural language processor;
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features programs that are clearly designed and compatible with any Edinburghcompatible prolog implementation (Quintas, ESL, Arity, ALS etc.); and contains
nearly 100 hands-on Prolog programming exercises and problem sets.
A semantically well-defined programming language widely used in artificial
intelligence, Prolog has greatly influenced other programming languages since its
introduction in the late 1970s. A user may find Prolog deceptively easy, however,
and there are a number of different implementations. In this book Patrice
Boizumault draws from his extensive experience in Prolog implementation to
describe for students of all levels the concepts, difficulties, and design limits of a
Prolog system. Boizumault introduces the specific problems posed by the
implementation of Prolog, studies and compares different solutions--notably
those of the schools of Marseilles and Edinburgh--and concludes with three
examples of implementation. Major points of interest include identifying the
important differences in implementing unification and resolution; presenting three
features of Prolog II--infinite trees, dif, and freeze--that introduce constraints;
thoroughly describing Warren's Abstract Machine (WAM); and detailing a Lisp
imple-mentation of Prolog. Originally published in 1993. The Princeton Legacy
Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available
previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important
books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The
goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton
University Press since its founding in 1905.
Paradigms of AI Programming is the first text to teach advanced Common Lisp
techniques in the context of building major AI systems. By reconstructing authentic,
complex AI programs using state-of-the-art Common Lisp, the book teaches students
and professionals how to build and debug robust practical programs, while
demonstrating superior programming style and important AI concepts. The author
strongly emphasizes the practical performance issues involved in writing real working
programs of significant size. Chapters on troubleshooting and efficiency are included,
along with a discussion of the fundamentals of object-oriented programming and a
description of the main CLOS functions. This volume is an excellent text for a course on
AI programming, a useful supplement for general AI courses and an indispensable
reference for the professional programmer.
This book is the first detailed account of the development of a complex and successful
expert system based on deep and qualitative knowledge. It shows how the qualitative
modeling approach, using logic based representations and machine learning
techniques, can be used to construct knowledge bases whose complexity is far beyond
the capability of traditional, dialogue based techniques of knowledge acquisition.The
relevant techniques are demonstrated in full detail in the building of Kardio, a medical
expert system model of the human heart designed for the diagnosis of cardiac
arrhythmias. Kardio's performance is estimated by cardiologists to be equivalent to that
of a specialist of internal medicine (not a cardiologist) who is highly skilled in the
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reading of ECG recordings, and it can be used as a diagnostic tool in ECG
interpretation. It may also be used for instruction in electrocardiography.The authors
show how the model was compiled, by means of qualitative simulation and machine
learning tools, into various representations that are suited for particular expert tasks.
They investigate a hierarchical organization of a qualitative model and outline an
experiment whereby the construction of a deep model is automated by means of
machine learning techniques. The book contains a complete model of the electrical
system of the heart that can be used to further development in this area of
applications.Ivan Bratko, author of Prolog Programming for Artificial Intelligence, is a
professor of computer science at E. Kardelj University and leads the AI laboratory at the
Jozef Stefan Institute in Ljubljana, Yugoslavia. Igor Mozetic and Nada Lavrac are
researchers at the institute.
Get started with the simplest, most powerful prolog ever: Visual Prolog If you want to
explore the potential of Artificial Intelligence (AI), you need to know your way around
Prolog. Prolog - which stands for "programming with logic" - is one of the most effective
languages for building AI applications, thanks to its unique approach. Rather than
writing a program that spells out exactly how to solve a problem, with Prolog you define
a problem with logical Rules, and then set the computer loose on it. This paradigm shift
from Procedural to Declarative programming makes Prolog ideal for applications
involving AI, logic, language parsing, computational linguistics, and theorem-proving.
Now, Visual Prolog (available as a free download) offers even more with its powerful
Graphical User Interface (GUI), built-in Predicates, and rather large provided Program
Foundation Class (PFC) libraries. A Guide to Artificial Intelligence with Visual Prolog is
an excellent introduction to both Prolog and Visual Prolog. Designed for newcomers to
Prolog with some conventional programming background (such as BASIC, C, C++,
Pascal, etc.), Randall Scott proceeds along a logical, easy-to-grasp path as he explains
the beginnings of Prolog, classic algorithms to get you started, and many of the unique
features of Visual Prolog. Readers will also gain key insights into application
development, application design, interface construction, troubleshooting, and more. In
addition, there are numerous sample examples to learn from, copious illustrations and
information on helpful resources. A Guide to Artificial Intelligence with Visual Prolog is
less like a traditional textbook and more like a workshop where you can learn at your
own pace - so you can start harnessing the power of Visual Prolog for whatever your
mind can dream up.
Offering an introduction to the field of expert/knowledge based systems, this text covers
current and emerging trends as well as future research areas. It considers both the
system shell and programming environment approaches to expert system
development.;College or university bookshops may order five or more copies at a
special student price. Price is available on request.
Since the first publishing of Programming in Prolog in 1981, Pro log has continued to
attract an unexpectedly great deal of interest in the computer science community and is
now seen as a potential ba sis for an important new generation of programming
languages and systems. We hope that Programming in Prolog has partially satisfied the
increasing need for an easy, yet comprehensive introduction to the language as a tool
for practical programming. In this second edition we have taken the opportunity to
improve the presentation and to correct various minor errors in the original. We thank
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the many people who have given us suggestions for corrections and improvement. W.
F. C. C. S. M. Cambridge, England August, 198-1 Preface to the First Edition The
computer programming language Prolog is quickly gaining popularity throughout the
world. Since its beginnings around 1970, Prolog has been chosen by many
programmers for applications of symbolic computation, including: • relational databases
• mathematical logic • abstract problem solving • understanding naturallangur~ge •
design automation • symbolic equation solving • biochemical structure analysis • many
areas of artificial intelligence Until now, there has been no textbook with the aim of
teaching Prolog as a practical programming language. It is perhaps a tribute to Prolog
that so many people have been motivated to learn it by referring to the necessarily
concise reference manuals, a few published papers, and by the orally transmitted
'folklore' of the modern computing community.
The fourth edition of this best-selling guide to Prolog and Artificial Intelligence has been
updated to include key developments in the field while retaining its lucid approach to
these topics. New and extended topics include Constraint Logic Programming,
abductive reasoning and partial order planning. Divided into two parts, the first part of
the book introduces the programming language Prolog, while the second part teaches
Artificial Intelligence using Prolog as a tool for the implementation of AI techniques. This
textbook is meant to teach Prolog as a practical programming tool and so it
concentrates on the art of using the basic mechanisms of Prolog to solve interesting
problems. The fourth edition has been fully revised and extended to provide an even
greater range of applications, making it a self-contained guide to Prolog, AI or AI
Programming for students and professional programmers.
Much has changed since the early editions of Artificial Intelligence were published. To reflect
this the introductory material of this fifth edition has been substantially revised and rewritten to
capture the excitement of the latest developments in AI work. Artificial intelligence is a diverse
field. To ask the question "what is intelligence?" is to invite as many answers as there are
approaches to the subject of artificial intelligence. These could be intelligent agents, logical
reasoning, neural networks, expert systems, evolutionary computing and so on. This fifth
edition covers all the main strategies used for creating computer systems that will behave in
"intelligent" ways. It combines the broadest approach of any text in the marketplace with the
practical information necessary to implement the strategies discussed, showing how to do this
through Prolog or LISP programming.
We demonstrate that techniques knowledge can be used to support programming in a wide
variety of areas : editing, analysis, tracing, transformation and techniques acquisition. We
summarize the main features of systems implemented by the authors for each of these types
of activity and set these in the context of previous work, using a standard style of presentation.
We claim that a techniques-based system which integrates these features would be worth
more than the sum of its parts, since the same techniques knowledge can be shared by the
different subsystems.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is the part of computer science concerned with designing intelligent
computer systems (systems that exhibit characteristics we associate with intelligence in human
behavior). This book is the first published textbook of AI in chemical engineering, and provides
broad and in-depth coverage of AI programming, AI principles, expert systems, and neural
networks in chemical engineering. This book introduces the computational means and
methodologies that are used to enable computers to perform intelligent engineering tasks. A
key goal is to move beyond the principles of AI into its applications in chemical engineering.
After reading this book, a chemical engineer will have a firm grounding in AI, know what
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chemical engineering applications of AI exist today, and understand the current challenges
facing AI in engineering. Allows the reader to learn AI quickly using inexpensive personal
computers Contains a large number of illustrative examples, simple exercises, and complex
practice problems and solutions Includes a computer diskette for an illustrated case study
Demonstrates an expert system for separation synthesis (EXSEP) Presents a detailed review
of published literature on expert systems and neural networks in chemical engineering
Content Description #Includes bibliographical references and index.
'Advanced Artificial Intelligence' consists of 16 chapters. The content of the book is novel,
reflects the research updates in this field, and especially summarises the author's scientific
efforts over many years.
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